For over 30 years, Antos Environmental has been helping organizations make more informed choices to support green goals. From examining current waste disposal contracts to developing RFPs for new contracts, Antos provides the insight, tools, and resources to drive significant efficiencies within E&I member institutions. Antos provides support for a segment of facility operations that may go largely unnoticed – but provides tremendous opportunities for savings.

So, what’s the difference between waste prevention and waste disposal?
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WASTE MANAGEMENT ≠ WASTE DISPOSAL

For today’s educational institutions, sustainability is no longer an option – it’s an obligation. Antos Environmental is a waste management consultant, helping organizations make sustainable purchasing decisions and reduce their carbon footprint. This is an important aspect of any successful sustainability strategy on campus.

For over 30 years, Antos Environmental has been helping organizations make more informed choices to support green goals. From examining current waste disposal contracts to developing RFPs for new contracts, Antos provides the insight, tools, and resources to drive significant efficiencies within E&I member institutions. Antos provides support for a segment of facility operations that may go largely unnoticed – but provides tremendous opportunities for savings.

See what Antos Environmental can do for you. Find out more at www.eandi.org.